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This is the first in a three-part series about textile sustainability, based on a number of reports issued by Ms Veronica Bates Kassatly, an expert on textile sustainability.

Ms Bates Kassatly — an analyst whose primary focus is data integrity — has spent the prior five years authoring multiple reports examining issues such as greenwashing, product impact claims and apparel regulation. Those reports will be republished in full over the first three issues of the Review in 2023. The third and final issue will conclude with a new article, written by Ms Bates Kassatly, that discusses where we are now, where we need to go next, and what stakeholders need to be involved in this critical journey.

Veronica Bates Kassatly wasn’t supposed to be an authority on the sustainability of textiles. A trained financial analyst and development economist, Ms Bates Kassatly was content working at the World Bank covering industrial projects such as wood pulp and textiles. But life had other plans for her, and one day she and her son suddenly found themselves as co-owners of a small start-up brand, Commun des Mortels.

‘We opened a menswear brand that sourced the finest-quality materials and sold directly to consumers at a major discount,’ she says. ‘The flannel shirts sold at high-end stores cost $600 but we sold ours for $200. We had plans to grow the operation but we discovered that to get the funding we’d need through something like Kickstarter, we would also need a whole separate business plan — and part of that plan is giving away hundreds of articles of clothing to influencers. Because we were a small outfit that sold luxury clothing at a major discount, we simply couldn’t afford to give away so much of our inventory.’

Unfortunately, the brand was shut down last year, but the experience changed Ms Bates Kassatly’s career trajectory when she began researching the materials that go into clothing and apparel — particularly which ones were the most sustainable.

That was in 2018, and five years later she is an independent analyst and consultant for the sustainable apparel sector.

‘I remember reading an article about a life cycle analysis (LCA) that claimed organic cotton consumed far less water than conventional grown cotton. I immediately thought, “Does the LCA really show that? Or is it just what they claim it shows?”’

Every question she came up with — regarding the organic cotton study and others she came across — just led to more questions rather than answers. ‘The whole thing snowballed from there because I was shocked by what I was reading,’ she says. ‘People were making claims that simply were not substantiated by the studies they were using.’

She decided to contact those making the claims and expected to get one of two responses:

1. The organisations would say she didn’t understand the data properly and explain where she was mistaken, or
2. They would acknowledge the flaws in their claims and engage with her to fix them.

Instead, she got hostility and criticism from many sides, while other stakeholders simply ignored her attempts to contact them. ‘Not a single person or organisation understood this as constructive criticism and set out to do better’, Ms Bates Kassatly says. ‘It’s unfortunate because I am not attacking anyone at all! It’s not about “taking down” this person or that company; it’s about changing the system and making sure that the claims being made are accurate based on the data they used and the outcomes they generated.’

As you begin your sustainability journey with this issue and the next two issues of the Review, Ms Bates Kassatly requests you keep these things in mind:

1. As mentioned above, her intent was not to attack any person, company or industry, but rather, to ensure that the claims being made are accurate.
2. Her criticisms are usually not even about the subject of the study. In the situation described above, for example, Ms Bates Kassatly’s criticisms had absolutely nothing to do with organic cotton itself. She was critical because the claims being made didn’t match up with what the data from the LCA showed.
3. If we are going to find common ground on sustainability and what it means, all stakeholders in the cotton supply chain need to participate. Like the Three Musketeers, it must be ‘all for one and one for all’ — or nothing will ever change for the better.
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Executive Summary

The sixth assessment of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)\(^1\) was published just as we were completing the present report. It does not make for encouraging reading.\(^2\)

Growing awareness of our planet’s climate emergency and accelerating global inequalities have moved the fashion industry into an unfavorable spotlight. Beyond the glitz and glam, the industry is considered to be a major contributor to air, water, and soil pollution, as well as an enabler of exploitative sweatshop conditions for garment workers in production facilities around the world. This unglamorous reputation is bad for business.

In response, fashion brands have created sustainability programs to assure governments, consumers, and investors that they are improving/addressing their social and environmental impact. Today, all major fashion brands claim to be engaged in sustainability efforts, but as this first paper and subsequent papers in this series will demonstrate, many are struggling and indeed failing, because they are using a flawed definition of sustainability, unscientific methods and selective implementation.

Fashion is not alone in this struggle. Claims of purported sustainability and corporate social responsibility (CSR) characterise all sectors. As Kenneth P. Pucker observes in the May/June 2021, issue of *The Harvard Business Review*: “The number of companies filing corporate social responsibility (CSR) reports that use the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) standards – the most comprehensive ones available – has increased a hundredfold in the past two decades. Meanwhile, according to the Global Sustainable Investment Alliance, socially responsible investment has grown to more than $30 trillion – one-third of all professionally managed assets. However, a closer look at the evidence suggests that the impact of the measurement and reporting movement has been oversold.

During this same 20-year period of increased reporting and sustainable investing, carbon emissions have continued to rise, and environmental damage has accelerated. Social inequity, too, is increasing. For example, in the United States the gap between median CEO compensation and median worker pay has widened, even though public companies are now required to disclose that ratio.\(^3\)

In fact there is a growing body of thought that challenges the notion that real transformation can be left to corporations alone, and that existing market forces will halt climate change and restore equality. These critics include Tariq Fancy, former Blackrock CIO for Sustainable Investing, and even Warren Buffett who both call for changes in mindsets and government regulation to alter corporate behaviour.\(^4,5\)

Pucker concludes that most company reporting in the context of sustainability is not a proxy for progress but often just, "fanciful greenwishing."\(^6\) Worse, he contends that this reporting: “May actually be an obstacle to progress – consuming bandwidth, exaggerating gains, and distracting from the very real need for changes in mindsets, regulation, and corporate behavior.”\(^7\)

This white paper is the first of a series of publications in which we will build upon that body of thought. We will examine sustainable fashion – the claims, the measurement, the reporting. We will critically assess the extent to which fashion’s efforts are contributing to meaningful change, and to what extent they are a distraction, and inhibiting genuine transformation. We will also suggest ways in which governments can change the rules, and so alter mindsets and corporate behaviour, to obtain the results that we all want – a halt to climate change and a more equitable world.

The fashion industry has the potential to create positive impacts for business and society. It can catalyse decent jobs and opportunities that support socio-economic development in the global south and it can innovate and align production and marketing with planetary boundaries. In this initial white paper, we start with the foundation from which all sus-
tainability initiatives must be derived.

In the first section, we take the definition of sustainability in fashion back to its roots, in the 1987 United Nations World Commission on Environment and Development – also known as the Brundtland Commission – that underpins the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs) to this day.

We then critically assess how current sustainability claims in fashion deviate from that definition, which assigns overriding priority in sustainability efforts to meeting the essential needs of the world’s poor.

We follow with an outline of some of the harmful outcomes that result from fashion’s failure to follow the Brundtland definition, by discussing three separate areas of concern:

1. The ethical requirements that need to be satisfied for public facing claims about the relative sustainability of different fibres and fabrics;
2. The need to go beyond environmental measurements and integrate wage and farm earnings in the world’s poorest nations and regions into any and all sustainability ratings; and
3. The failure of existing programs to adopt a scientific approach at the farm level to defining, measuring and accounting for performance.

We then suggest two concrete measures, with three associated action points for policy-makers and corporations, to ensure that in meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs, overriding priority is given to meeting the essential needs of the world’s poor.

I. How to Define Sustainability – Going Back to the Roots

The concept of sustainability is ubiquitous in the fashion industry, yet the use of the term ‘sustainability’ is neither protected nor controlled, nor does it have any legal significance. Globally, however, there is consensus on what sustainability is, and what impacts need to be measured. The aim and objective of this report is to remind all stakeholders in sustainable fashion of exactly what that globally agreed definition stipulates. As well as to demonstrate how this is inconsistent with current interpretations of sustainability in fashion, and to highlight what this means for corporations, initiatives, and government agencies that are attempting to measure sustainability, guide brands on sustainable sourcing, and/or advise consumers on ‘sustainable’ purchases.

In 1987, “Our Common Future”, the Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development, also known as the Brundtland Report, was published by the UN. It was the result of three years of a 23-strong commission of environmental and political policy-makers, as well as experts in agriculture, science, and technology.

The Commission was chaired by Gro Harlem Brundtland, former Prime Minister of Norway, and “Our Common Future” provided the foundation for the UN SDGs.

This means that any person, corporation, or country, claiming to adhere to the SDGs, is claiming to adhere to the Brundtland definition of sustainability. So, when the European Union (EU) states: “We are com-

---

Box 1

EXCERPT ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT; BRUNDTLAND REPORT

IV Conclusion

1. Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It contains within it two key concepts:
   - the concept of ‘needs’, in particular the essential needs of the world’s poor, to which overriding priority should be given; and
   - the idea of limitations imposed by the state of technology and social organization on the environment’s ability to meet present and future needs.

2. Thus the goals of economic and social development must be defined in terms of sustainability in all countries – developed or developing, market-oriented or centrally planned. Interpretations will vary, but must share certain general features and must flow from a consensus on the basic concept of sustainable development and on a broad strategic framework for achieving it.

3. Development involves a progressive transformation of economy and society. A development path that is sustainable in a physical sense could theoretically be pursued even in a rigid social and political setting. But physical sustainability cannot be secured unless development policies pay attention to such considerations as changes in access to resources and in distribution of costs and benefits. Even the narrow notion of physical sustainability implies a concern for social equity between generations, a concern that most logically be extended to equity within each generation.

---

mitted to implement the SDGs in all our policies and encourage EU countries in doing the same,” they are saying that all EU policies – which by definition includes any proposed environmental footprints and labelling – must adhere to the Brundtland definition of sustainability.14 And when H&M and its foundation say that the SDGs are their “blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable future for all,” they are saying that they too, adhere to the Brundtland definition of sustainability.15,16

As we demonstrate here, however, and in subsequent papers, nobody in sustainable fashion is actually following the Brundtland definition. All appear to equate sustainability with environmental impact alone. But, as Brundtland put it: “The environment does not exist as a sphere separate from human actions, ambitions, and needs... the “environment” is where we all live; and “development” is what we all do in attempting to improve our lot within that abode. The two are inseparable” (pg. 13).17 Moreover, as the Brundtland Report observes: “Even the narrow notion of physical sustainability implies a concern for social equity between generations, a concern that must logically be extended to equity within each generation” (pg. 54).18

This is a vital notion, highlighting that sustainability encompasses environmental and social dimensions because they are inextricably linked. And it automatically follows that in aiming to meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs, overriding priority must be given to meeting the essential needs of the world’s poor.

Perhaps an easier way to envisage what is meant here, and what is missing from the current definition implicitly employed in fashion, is Kate Raworth’s concept of Doughnut Economics. “A compass for human prosperity in the 21st century... it consists of two concentric rings: A social foundation – to ensure that no one is left falling short on life’s essentials. An ecological ceiling – to ensure that humanity does not collectively overshoot planetary boundaries. Between these two boundaries lies a doughnut-shaped space that is both ecologically safe and socially just.”19

As Raworth points out “meeting the needs of all within the means of the living planet... must be done from both sides at the same time”.20 And, as shown in Figure 1, the Doughnut’s social foundation – below which lies critical human deprivation – derives its 12 dimensions from the SDGs.

The 12 dimensions of the social foundation are derived from the social priorities agreed in the Sustainable Development Goals (UN 2015).

| Figure 1. The Concept of Doughnut Economics |
| [https://doughnuteconomics.org/license] |

Figure 2. The Social Foundation

[https://doughnuteconomics.org/tools-and-stories/11]

In this paper, we demonstrate that far from prioritising the needs of the global poor, in fashion, sustainability appears to have become an elitist, even imperialistic concept in which the interests of the global north define the conversation. These interests are both those of the present generation, whose right to purchase and discard clothing in volume the system seeks to preserve (by switching to ‘circularity’ and ‘more sustainable’ fibres), and the interests of future generations whose needs are to be secured at the sacrifice of producers whose fibres do not meet...
the global north’s unilaterally declared ‘sustainability’ standards.

The vast majority of those living below the social foundation are to be found in the global south. It is their needs that Brundtland asserts, must be given overriding priority.

Yet, as this paper will demonstrate, not only are their needs not given priority, the global south does not even appear to be represented in any of the major sustainability initiatives and groups. Nor do Zambian or Burkinabe cotton farmers, Brazilian silk, or Peruvian alpaca farmers appear to be consulted at any of the major fashion weeks or conferences.

For example, not a single farmed fibre representative sits on any of the working groups of the United Nations Climate Change sectoral engagement for fashion. Even the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) is excluded. The sole participants in the UN Fashion Group are major corporations and their funded initiatives. It is obviously inappropriate to rely on industry players to solve our biggest social and environmental problems. To paraphrase Milton Friedman, corporate executives are experts in sourcing and producing a product, selling it, or financing it. But, nothing about their selection makes them experts on sustainability. And it is equally inappropriate to exclude those whose very livelihoods are at stake.

In this initial white paper, we focus upon the impact of ‘sustainability’ claims on the ability of the world’s poorest to meet their needs, and we consider three vital concerns. The first concern addresses the ethical requirements for comparative sustainability claims (by comparative sustainability claims we mean assertions that one fibre, process, or system is more sustainable than another). The second, considers some of the repercussions and inevitable consequences of such comparative assertions, and the third focuses on the implications of farm programs that employ unscientific methods and selective implementation.

Through these examples, we illustrate the pitfalls that arise when corporations are allowed to make all the choices in solving the problems associated with run-away fashion, without careful consideration of the inevitable outcomes for the world’s poor.

**Concern 1: Brand-Driven Sustainability**

From the German Government’s Green Button certification, to the EU Product Environmental Footprint (PEF), an increasing number of apparel labelling schemes are being rolled out with the aim of persuading brands and consumers not to purchase clothing, fabric, and fibres rated ‘unsustainable’ but to purchase those rated ‘sustainable’ instead. Consequently, producers of ‘unsustainable’ goods will lose sales and market share, and possibly go bankrupt. Indeed, entire sectors could be destroyed. Minimum ethical standards for such claims would require that any corporation, initiative, or index making them, should be held accountable for ensuring that they are irrefutable. Any and all should be allowed to examine the basis upon which the claims are being made. And disputes should be transparently and equitably resolved.

At the present time in fashion, these minimum ethical standards are categorically not met. To illustrate our case, we look at two fibres that have been given the worst sustainability ratings by the apparel sector, and particularly by luxury group Kering’s Environmental Profit and Loss (EP&L) as well as the Sustainable Apparel Coalition’s (SAC) Higg MSI.

The two fibres concerned are silk – since at least 2017, and alpaca since 2018. The International Sericulture Commission (ISC), a UN-affiliated intergovernmental agency created to support the overall development of the silk industry, claims that global annual silk production fell from 202,000 tonnes in 2015, to 92,000 tonnes in 2020. Whilst, Peruvian alpaca exports totaled a ten-year high of US$219

---

**Box 2**

**THE GERMAN GREEN BUTTON**

The German Green Button certification describes itself as a: “government-run certification label for sustainable textiles. Everyone who aims to purchase socially and environmentally sustainable clothes should look out for the Green Button”.

**Box 3**

**EU PRODUCT ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT (PEF)**

The PEF is one component of the European Union Initiative on substantiating green claims. Their website asserts: “The Product Environmental Footprint (PEF) method measures the life cycle environmental performance of products.”

milllion in 2018, and only US$120 million in 2020.27
Indeed, judging from their Environmental Profit and Loss (EP&L) statement, the Kering Group alone reduced their alpaca consumption from, €671,235 Sum All Impact for 2018, to €352,850 Sum All Impact for 2019, and €332,048 for 2020.28

Given the role and objective of comparative sustainability assertions – by which we mean assertions that one fibre, process, or system is more sustainable than another – and the evidence that they do indeed appear to have the impact intended, it seems obvious that before making any claims whatsoever, everyone, from initiatives to brands, has a binding moral obligation to be absolutely certain that whatever they are recommending is incontrovertible. As well as to deal with disputed claims promptly and impartially.

Whether the current comparative fibre sustainability recommendations are incontrovertible will be examined in a subsequent paper; which will demonstrate that in fact, they are not. Here however, we examine only whether sustainable fashion currently meets minimum ethical standards in dealing with disputed claims, and we use recent complaints filed against the Sustainable Apparel Coalition (SAC) as an illustration.

It would appear that prior to 2020, when they were approached by trade magazine Apparel Insider, with a trio of articles written by one of the authors of this paper,29,30,31 silk and alpaca producers were largely unaware of the existence of the SAC’s Higg MSI. In what seems an extraordinary lapse in due diligence and accountability, we understand that neither the funding corporations nor the SAC itself had approached any industry representatives. They were not asked if they had robust data on environmental impact, and they were unaware that their fibres

Box 4

THE SUSTAINABLE APPAREL COALITION (SAC)

The Sustainable Apparel Coalition (SAC) describes itself as: “a global multi-stakeholder nonprofit alliance for the consumer goods industry... To transform business for exponential impact through groundbreaking tools, collaborative partnerships, and trusted leadership for industry sustainability.”134

The SAC was co-founded by Patagonia and Walmart in 2010. In 2011, the SAC released the first Higg Materials Sustainability Index (also known as the Higg, or the Higg MSI). Nike added their work to the Higg in 2012.135

The SAC describes the Higg MSI as follows: “The Higg Index is a suite of tools for the standardized measurement of value chain sustainability, and it is central to the SAC’s mission to transform businesses for exponential impact. It is comprised of a core set of five tools that together assess the social and environmental performance of the value chain and the environmental impacts of products, including the Higg Facility Environmental Module (FEM), Higg Facility Social & Labor Module (FSLM), Higg Brand & Retail Module (BRM), Higg Materials Sustainability Index (MSI), and Higg Product Module (PM).”136

This white paper only considers the MSI. The other four Higg tools are behind a paywall and we have no comment.

In 2019, with $11 million in Series A investment from Buckhill Capital LP137 the “Higg was spun out of the Sustainable Apparel Coalition as a public-benefit technology company. As the exclusive licensee of the Higg Index, Higg develops digital tools and resources to scale its adoption across the world”.138

Higg Co. is headquartered in California but it is registered in Delaware, and as a public-benefit, it is: “a specific type of Delaware General Corporation – owned by shareholders who expect the company to make a profit, and return some of that money to them as dividends... profit is the point – as is returning money to the shareholders”.139

Incorporation as a Delaware Public Benefit Corporation appears to require nothing more than a clear statement that the entity is a public-benefit corporation, and a list of the company’s benevolent objectives.140

“Delaware Public Benefit Corporations are obligated to complete a biennial report to shareholders, which outlines the corporation’s progress toward its public benefit purpose. However, they are not compelled to share the required biennial report publicly. Not every state offers a Public Benefit Company, and none are as private as Delaware’s (in this respect).”141

In short, there is no public oversight as to whether Higg Co. is indeed working for global benefit; whether any of its purported objectives to “accurately measure the environmental and social impact of a given product” are in fact attained; or whether it really is enabling “businesses to accelerate transformation for a more sustainable future”.142
were almost universally reviled for their allegedly poor sustainability.

When the silk and alpaca industries discovered the purported impact of their fibres, and how this was being calculated, their representatives, along with those of global leather, filed public protests with the SAC in October 2020. Mystifyingly, to this date it appears that neither fashion publications nor brands have reached out to silk or alpaca to obtain their side of the story. Instead, the sustainable fashion press, from bloggers to trade and fashion magazines, have contented themselves with quoting the SAC, and making the false and misleading claim that the issue was resolved by the January 2021 deletion of the so-called MSI ‘single score,’ as if this was some key feature of the Higg MSI rating methodology.\textsuperscript{32,33,34,35}

In reality, the single score was nothing more than the sum of the Higg MSI’s five individual scores: Global Warming Potential (GWP), water scarcity, eutrophication, chemistry, and fossil fuel depletion. These individual scores were already clearly visible, and across all concerned fibres, these scores remained completely unchanged. Indeed, deleting the single score has simply made the preferential rating awarded by the MSI to plastic fibres less evident. The difference between the total average score per kilo of silk fabric of 1086, and that for polyester, of 36.2 per kilo, was jarring.

The three fibre sectors concerned appear to have been unable to obtain any form of redress from either the SAC or the fashion behemoths who use it. In desperation, the International Sericulture Commission\textsuperscript{36} filed a complaint with the US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) in March 2021.

Almost without exception, neither fashion nor trade publications have paid any attention to this. Indeed, the SAC maintains that the ISC’s filing is a myth: “Myth 6: The silk industry has now made an official complaint which is being reviewed by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) over how silk is incorrectly scored by the Higg MSI.”\textsuperscript{37} Unfortunately, neither brands nor journalists appear to have made any attempt to verify the SAC’s assertion.

In reality, not only has the ISC filed a complaint against the SAC with the FTC, on June 16, 2021, the FTC replied: “While the FTC is not able to intervene in individual disputes, the information you have provided has been recorded in our secure online database which is used by thousands of civil and criminal law enforcement authorities worldwide. This database enables law enforcement agencies to identify questionable business practices that may lead to investigations and prosecutions.

In addition, our attorneys and investigators regularly review the complaint database to look for law enforcement targets, evaluate the need for consumer education, and make policy recommendations. Your letter has been added to our database for that purpose.”

The FTC further advised the ISC to file with the relevant State Attorney General’s Office. We are told that they have done so.

All of this highlights two serious concerns with the current approach to comparative sustainability ratings in fashion:

1. There is no system of redress or accountability. Moreover, the design of the SAC raises ethical questions about how an initiative can be created, funded and governed by fashion’s largest corporations and allow a privately held company in Delaware to rule arbitrarily, without oversight, accountability, avenues of redress, or recourse, on the comparative sustainability of different fibres?

2. Corporations such as H&M and Zalando are rolling out consumer-facing programs extolling the merits of the SAC/Higg without, as far as we are aware, having made any attempt to contact either the alpaca or silk sectors, and without warning consumers that the Higg MSI scores are contested.\textsuperscript{38,39}

Against this background, we believe that anyone supporting the Higg MSI is running a serious reputational risk. Given its addition to the online database used by global law enforcement agencies to investigate and prosecute questionable business pract-
tices, the trustworthiness of the SAC is irrevocably tarnished.

**Concern 2: Going Beyond Green**

We have examined numerous sustainability initiatives – including the most influential of those created for and by the leading conglomerates: The Sustainable Apparel Coalition and Textile Exchange (TE). The odd piece of anecdotal evidence aside, none make any attempt to measure sustainability in terms of meeting the needs of the world’s poor. The only area upon which there is any focus is environmental impact, and almost without exception brands and initiatives – even government-run initiatives like Germany’s Green Button that are supposed to certify sustainable textiles – conflate sustainability with environmental impact.

**Box 5**

**TEXTILE EXCHANGE**

TE describes itself as: “A global nonprofit. With a robust membership representing leading brands, retailers, and suppliers, Textile Exchange is positively impacting the climate through accelerating the use of preferred materials across the global textile industry.”

TE further elaborates that it: “creates leaders in the preferred fibre and materials industry... We develop, manage, and promote a suite of leading industry standards, as well as collect and publish critical industry data and insights that enable brands and retailers to measure, manage and track their use of preferred fibre and materials.”

Textile Exchange started life as the Organic Exchange and was co-founded by Patagonia: “Patagonia was a founding member of the Organic Exchange, a nonprofit group formed in 2002 to increase global sales of organic cotton apparel and home-textile products. Renamed in 2010, The Textile Exchange continues to promote organic cotton (an estimated $4.3 billion worth last year) but has expanded its role to include all bio-based, organic and recycled fibres.”

As a result, Green Button’s motto: “Good for People, Good for Nature” appears to refer only to the German People and their fellows in the global north. The impact of Green Button’s recommendations on those in the global south does not seem to be considered.

Indeed, the Green Button awards its seal of approval to garments, as long as the brand concerned ensures wages are at least equivalent to the national minimum wage or industrial standard (where higher), and wages are paid on time.

Ensuring that suppliers pay wages correctly and on time for their workers is a start. But to meet sustainability commitments in the true sense, it remains completely inadequate. As discussed, our fundamental premise is that the definition of sustainability underpinning the SDGs – to which every major government and indeed, every fashion behemoth, has subscribed – is that overriding priority must be given to meeting the needs of the world’s poor. The poor in the global fashion chain are fibre farmers and wage earners, primarily in manufacturing. The interests of both groups must be front and center in any purported sustainability claims. And against this background, sustainability in fashion requires living wages.

To quote Jessica Simor, leading human rights lawyer and author of both reports, “Fashion Focus: The Fundamental Right to a Living Wage” and “Fashion Focus: A Proposal for New EU Legislation on a Living Wage”: “A"living wage” is a basic and fundamental human right, recognised in international law since 1919, and is an essential component of a just and peaceful society. A minimum wage cannot be less than a living wage.”

Yet, as analysed and evaluated in those two reports, in 2017 and still in 2021: “The statutory minimum wage in the largest garment producing countries comes nowhere close to a living wage, with most countries providing for minimum wage levels at less than 50% of that necessary to secure a decent life.”

As Simor explains, this failing is the result of a perverse incentive created by the brands themselves. Massive fashion retailers can negotiate aggressively with supplier factories on price. This automatically drives down workers’ wages. The fact that brands can quickly and easily source their product from lower wage economies, increases their negotiating
leverage with factory owners. Factory owners, in turn, pressure their governments not to increase the statutory minimum wage, so as to ensure that their country and their manufacturers do not lose business to other states with lower minimum wages. Given these incentives for a regulatory ‘race to the bottom’ for many garment-producing countries, clothes made by workers who were not paid a living wage cannot be considered sustainable. It seems odd that a public sector initiative does not put greater emphasis on living wages. By advising consumers that garments with the Green Button label are responsible choices, Green Button are actually making it harder to establish living wages as the norm.

And it is not just the impact on wage earners in manufacturing that is currently incorrectly evaluated. Neither Green Button, nor any other initiative, nor any corporation, includes the impact that different fibres can have on the ability of the global poor to meet their needs, in their sustainability evaluations. This is an indefensible omission. As Bill Gates pointed out in 2013: "Most of the poor people of the world are farmers." Which means that farmed fibres can play a crucial and pivotal role in achieving Brundtland’s objective of sustainable production that prioritises meeting the needs of the global poor. Such fibres provide a cash crop with which farmers can supplement their subsistence incomes. Cash that farmers desperately need to pay for vital goods and services such as healthcare, education, and technology.

For farmers poorly connected to urban areas, and for entire countries with limited natural resource endowments that are also poorly located with respect to transport access to global markets, farmed fibres and grains are effectively the only major cash crops and export opportunities. Entire regions and economies in the global south depend upon farmed fibres. Benin, for example, with a 2019 Gross National Income (GNI) per capita, Atlas method, of only (current) US$1,250.00, is one of the poorest countries in the world. Fortye percent of the population lives below the poverty line and agriculture generates 70% of Benin’s employment. Cotton is both the primary cash crop and Benin’s primary export, providing roughly 50% of total export revenues.

Similarly, whilst for gold-rich Mali and Burkina Faso, cotton is the second most important source of export income, it remains the primary cash crop of both Burkinabe and Malian farmers, and land-locked Mali is even poorer than Benin, with a 2019 GNI per capita, Atlas method, of only US$870.00. Mali’s extreme poverty rate rose to 47.3% in 2020, due to health, security, social, and political crises, compounded by the decline in cotton production, and the poor performance of the agricultural sector, which provides employment for 80% of the labor force. Land-locked, Burkina Faso is even poorer than Mali. The 2019 GNI per capita was only US$780, and 40.1% of the Burkinabe population lives below the national poverty line. Furthermore, the deteriorating security conditions caused by terrorist attacks have created an unprecedented humanitarian crisis. Despite the fact that gold exports have increased, the Burkinabe economy remains largely based on agriculture, which employs 80% of the workforce/

Even when the fibre is not a major export for the country as a whole, production may constitute a vital source of income for one or more regions. Worth US$176 million in 2019, alpaca exports are not one of Peru’s major sources of export revenue, that honour goes to copper and gold, respectively. And as a nation, with a 2019 GNI per capita of $6,740.00, Peru is considerably richer than Benin, Mali, and Burkina Faso. However, alpaca fibre sales are the sole cash crop of some of the country’s poorest residents.

Figure 3 (below) is a partial screenshot of a chart that was compiled for one of the authors of this report, by INEI, the Peruvian Institute for Statistics. Peru has a total of 196 provinces, but this chart considers only the 46 provinces with the highest number of alpacas, covering 97.5% of the total alpaca population in Peru. Together, INEI found that weighted by respective alpaca populations, the average Monetary Poverty Incidence for those 46 provinces in 2018, was 35.3%. Monetary poverty considers people poor, who reside in homes where the monthly per capita expenditure does not cover a basic basket of
food and does not permit the satisfaction of minimum needs. For 2018, the Poverty Line in Peru was US $104.20 per month per habitant.

For 2018, the Poverty Line in Peru was US $104.20 per month per habitant.

It should be noted that this applied in 2018 – a bumper year for alpaca sales – since then, we have had Covid-19, whilst the alpaca sector itself has been hit by a targeted decline in orders, not only on ‘sustainability’ grounds (i.e. the poor rating given to alpaca by the Higg MSI and Kering’s EP&L) but also from all those brands who signed up to a 2020 demand by PETA, the animal rights organization, that they cease purchasing alpaca wool based upon a video of a rogue shearer at just one Peruvian alpaca farm amongst almost 100,000.\textsuperscript{61,62}

Under the circumstances it seems likely that the percentage of alpaca farmers living below the poverty line, and unable to meet their basic needs in 2021, is closer to 40% or even higher.

None of these impacts are considered by any brand or sustainability initiative that we have been able to identify. All reduce their evaluation of the sustainability of farmed fibres to nothing more than their purported environmental impacts in terms of GWP, water use, etc.

There is moreover, another aspect to sustainability that is not even captured by the Brundtland definition: the cultural dimension to farmed fibres. Stylised cotton plants and flowers are standard on many Uzbek bowls. The national emblems of Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan, all include cotton flowers or plants as a symbol of those nations’ reliance on cotton for their wealth and national pride.\textsuperscript{63}

More importantly, alpacas play a central role in the mythology of the indigenous farmers of the Peruvian Sierra, as do Churro sheep in the mythology of the Navajo. The gift that these animals bring to their people is an integral part of many indigenous cultures. PETA may declare that animal agriculture is never sustainable, but western cultural supremacy has no place in this discussion.\textsuperscript{64} For indigenous populations, animals play a vital role in the cosmos, and it is self-evident that sustainability means preserving cultural identity, not destroying it.\textsuperscript{65,66,67,68,69}

**Concern 3: Integrating Farmers**

Even those initiatives whose purpose and intent are focused on farmers do not actually measure their impact in terms of benefits to the farmers concerned. To illustrate this, we examine claims made by two major schemes specifically focused on cotton. The Better Cotton Initiative, which appears to be the largest player in the sustainable cotton space with total revenues of €20.9 million in 2019, and €21.5 million in 2020.\textsuperscript{70}

And Textile Exchange (TE). TE states: “We work closely with our members and leaders across the textile sector to accomplish five principal goals.” Their Goal Number 5 is: “Use the Sustainable Development Goals as a common vocabulary and reporting framework.”\textsuperscript{71}
BCI, on the other hand claims: “The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are central to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development... BCI’s efforts to make Better Cotton a mainstream sustainable commodity are intrinsically aligned to the SDGs. Through the Better Cotton Standard System, we aim to embed social, environmental and economic sustainability into cotton production around the globe. BCI embraces the SDGs holistically and is inspired to be part of a global community working to make the world a better place.”

Yet both Textile Exchange and BCI declare that organic cotton and BCI cotton are more ‘sustainable’ without ever having provided any robust, independent, studies showing that joining the organic or BCI system actually generated higher incomes for the farmers concerned, and so met the fundamental requirement underpinning the SDGs – that of giving overriding priority to meeting the essential needs of the world’s poor.

Growing organically, takes more work, and entails higher risk, and lower yields. Carl Pepper of The Texas Organic Marketing Cooperative (TOMC) has been farming organic cotton for over 20 years. He claims that the only fair price for organic cotton is roughly double the conventional price. But as he also observes, the TOMC seem to be almost the only farmers obtaining that fair price.

Despite repeated claims by the leading corporations and their initiatives, that organic cotton is ‘more sustainable’ there is, in fact, not a single robust, independent study anywhere, that shows that organic farmers end up better off than their conventional neighbours. Indeed, the few studies that do exist show the opposite. There are similarly no studies that show that BCI farmers, or indeed any other kind of cotton initiative farmers, are better off, their needs more securely met, by their participation in the programs concerned.

Instead of focusing on the most important objective: enabling farmers to meet their needs, maximising their income whilst minimising their families’ exposure to toxicity, both BCI and the various organic initiatives expend considerable effort on vague and ill-defined objectives such as implementing SDG 5 on Gender Equality.

An excellent aim in and of itself, the UN’s SDG 5 targets and indicators have little to do with cotton. It is, for example, difficult to see how an agricultural program can be expected to alter government policy, introduce legislation, secure seats in parliament, or supply mobile phones. It seems obvious that if the apparel sector wishes to contribute to SDG 5, since women in managerial positions is in fact a key indicator, the place to start is with factory fibres. Instead, it is only farmed fibres in general, and cotton in particular, that are required to demonstrate female empowerment, resulting in unproductive and even absurd outcomes, as detailed below.

The second caveat of the Brundtland report is that sustainability is constrained by “the idea of limitations imposed by the state of technology and social organization on the environment’s ability to meet present and future needs.” Or in short, by human failure to ensure that the very latest technology reaches those who need it most.

In general, brands and initiatives prefer to tout investment in alternative fibres as the panacea for global warming. The very obvious solution of investing in ensuring that maximum yields, with minimal environmental impact, are obtained from farmed fibres, seems to not be considered, despite the fact that this would also do far more to meet the essential needs of the world’s poor, than the construction of a factory in California or Oxford.
To the extent that the apparel sector invests in farmed fibres at all, it invests in cotton – specifically, in the Better Cotton Initiative and in organic cotton through such media as The Organic Cotton Accelerator, Textile Exchange, and CottonConnect.

In 2019, Esther Duflo, Michael Kremer, and Abhijit Banerjee won the Nobel prize for Economics for their experimental approach to alleviating global poverty through the use of Randomised Controlled Trials (RCTs). The objective of RCTs is to prevent well-intentioned but misguided interventions, and to ensure that initiatives provide a real return on investment to those that they are designed to help. Kremer and Duflo’s earliest work in the agricultural sector dates back to the year 2000, but it appears that no RCTs were ever conducted to evaluate whether either the BCI system, or organic production, actually benefited the farmers. Instead, leading corporations like C&A and H&M, and institutions such as Cofra Industries’ Laudes Foundation, have sunk millions into developing and promoting schemes which purport to make cotton production more ‘sustainable’. But none have provided any robust evidence to demonstrate that the initiatives these funds support even benefit the farmers that they claim to help, let alone provide a reasonable return on investment.

Based on the little information that is publicly available, the data are far from reassuring.

First, it appears that in 2006, as a precursor to establishing CottonConnect with C&A in 2010, Shell Oil (through its foundation) paid Textile Exchange (which was called Organic Exchange at the time) $100,000 to assist in developing a ‘Trading Up’ program to promote organic cotton production in India.82

In 2007, there appear to have been further payments to Shell’s implementing partners in India – Agrocel ($150,000) – as well as to Organic Exchange. How much went to the latter is not clear. In 2008, Shell granted Organic Exchange a further $300,000 to create a partnership with C&A to “improve the lives of poor Indian farmers”.83

Just how much such grants and a switch to organic cultivation improved the lives of poor Indian farmers is illustrated by a 2008, follow-up study to the Agrocel program. This study found an extremely high rate of attrition, due largely to the farmers’ failure to earn more money than their conventional cotton farming neighbours. In the Surendranagar Area, after training 800 farmers, at the end of the 6th year only 460 remained – an attrition rate of 42% – after “large scale conversion of farmers to BT Cotton cultivation for immediate economic benefits”.84,85

Second, a 2018 Social and Economic Impact Assessment (SEIA) of Madhya Pradesh Cotton farmers found organic farmers had 1.6 times the debt of their conventional colleagues, and a lower net income. As a result, some 30% of the 1200 organic farmers studied were not actually producing organic cotton anymore.86

Third, a small 2013 study in Benin and Zambia found that conventional cotton farmers earned 13% more than organic farmers, and that when the cost of their own labour was factored in, conventional farmers earned 57% more.87

We have been unable to find any independent studies showing an increase in farmers’ net income as a result of switching to organic cotton production. Indeed, it is interesting to note that Textile Exchange’s 2021, Organic Cotton Market Report, states that for the 2019/20 harvest, 40% of the organic cotton farmers in China, ceased to produce organic cotton. Since organic cotton fibre production in China fell by only 26%, and land area under organic cultivation by an even smaller 19%, we are clearly talking about predominantly small farmers. Why small farmers in China found organic cotton production no longer attractive is not explained. For 2019/20, Chinese production of cotton in general fell by only 1.8% or 49,000 MT. The fall in organic production accounted for 10,700 MT, or 22% of this, despite the fact that in 2018/19, organic cotton accounted for only 0.68% of China’s total cotton output.88,89

The concern then appears specific to the organic system, rather than to Chinese cotton in general. Perhaps like their Indian and African colleagues before them, small Chinese farmers found that organic production simply didn’t pay?
As for BCI cotton, the sole randomized control trial in the sector was published by ISEAL for BCI in 2019. This found that after 3 years of BCI intervention, the project had engendered no statistically discernible impact on fibre yield, production costs or profits.\textsuperscript{90,91,92,93,94}

Moreover, only 20% of treatment farmers i.e. those enrolled in the BCI project, actually reported BCI to be their main source of agricultural information (pg. 63), so even if a significant difference between control and treatment groups had been found, we could not have reliably attributed the outcome to BCI.

So why are cotton initiatives in the apparel sector failing to deliver benefits to the poor farmers who need them most? As already mentioned, neither the organic cotton sector, nor BCI engaged in robust testing of their programs and methodology before rolling them out. So, it is unclear whether either system could ever have been expected to yield the benefits intended. Moreover, project implementation appears always to be subcontracted. Both BCI and various organic initiatives appear to use a number of different implementing agencies. Here we examine just one: CottonConnect (CC).\textsuperscript{95}

As mentioned earlier, C&A and Shell formed CottonConnect, which many seem to mistake for a global not-for-profit, but which was actually registered as a UK Private Limited Company, in 2010. CC files as a Small Company, and ownership was ceded to TE and the C&A Foundation – now the Laudes Foundation – on December 15, 2016.\textsuperscript{96}

CottonConnect has subsidiaries in China and India. Those subsidiaries, in turn, seem to subcontract implementation of their cotton programs to various local enterprises. Some of the parties concerned have no obvious cotton expertise. Yoganjali Ashram in Gujarat, India, for example, describes itself as a Public Charitable Trust working for the upliftment of humanity.\textsuperscript{97}

It runs two schools and a boy's hostel; AIDS and maternal health programs; a yoga and meditation center; a number of gender and female empowerment programs, including a shelter for scorned women; and a number of ‘social development activities’ – one of which is a BCI/CottonConnect program covering 99 villages and some 9,000 farmers.\textsuperscript{98,99,100,101}

Yoganjali has no obvious agricultural proficiency, let alone experience and expertise in cotton production. This is extremely concerning. Cotton is a difficult crop to grow successfully. As a perennial, cultivated as an annual, excessive application of fertiliser and water will reduce, not increase the plants’ yield. Whilst integrated pest management is a science in itself. The CC homepage claims: “In the last ten years, our agronomic programmes have Boosted profits by 36%, Increased yields by 11%, Cut water use by 13%, and Reduced pesticide use by 26%.”\textsuperscript{102}

But CC does not provide any data to substantiate these claims. They do not produce detailed reports on the success or otherwise of their interventions, and they did not respond to a request to see actual studies.

A leaked 2019, Flocert audit of one of CottonConnect’s REEL programs, on the other hand, identified a number of fundamental shortcomings in the program’s implementation, and suggests serious cause for disquiet.\textsuperscript{103}

REEL is a 3-year program, described by CC as: “Run by CottonConnect in partnership with leading brands and retailers, the programme is proven to increase yields and farm profits; while reducing environmental impacts. REEL Cotton can be fully traced from farmer to store.”\textsuperscript{104} The Flocert audit however, casts doubts on all of these claims.

As might be expected, if organisations with no cotton proficiency are being contracted as implementers, the Flocert audit found that the facilitators’ ability to communicate the technical aspects of cotton farming was deficient. It also found that in more than a quarter of the treatment farms, the women were not actively involved in cotton farming at all. And for two-thirds the women were only involved in sowing, weeding, cotton picking and rarely, irrigating. As a result, in the light of the program’s woman
centric focus – which as already mentioned is a common feature of all ‘sustainable’ cotton programs – Flocert found that the most crucial information covering scientific fertiliser dosing and integrated pest management, had, after three years of the REEL program, not been passed to most of the interviewed members and “the project has not made much progress in all the 3+ years of its implementation.”

Furthermore, both the REEL and BCI programs (as noted CC is an implementing partner for both) document progress by requiring farmers, many of whom are illiterate, to fill out field books to record their practices and outcomes. Both the BCI RCT, and the Flocert REEL audit, found that, unsurprisingly, these field books are simply not filled out by the majority of participants, and so any reporting of KPIs by CottonConnect or any other implementing agency using this system, is, by definition, completely unreliable. So, when Primark claims: “The data shows that female farmers saw an average profit increase of 247% in the third year of the programme,” we would be well-advised to be skeptical. Or as one CC ex-employee (who does not wish to be named) put it: “Various NGOs are working, slogging to increase the farmer income by at least 10% but here CottonConnect gives a cooked-up data of 200% increase in income with an understanding with Primark. Nobody questions this?”

Finally, both the Flocert audit and the Madhya Pradesh SEIA found that the local cotton gins did not appear to be reliably documenting the source of their cotton. Or as the 2018 SEIA put it (pg. 75): “Farmers do not receive a premium for growing organic cotton. Rather, the cotton is valued by objective measures of quality such as its length, colour, and strength. The sourcing (organic vs conventional) does not appear to factor into buyers’ valuation of the cotton. According to one conventional farmer, “it depends on the quality of the cotton... if it has impurities or dirt, it’ll get less value. The price depends on the quality of the cotton”. The cotton is then sorted by quality, and farmers expressed that this sorting is irrespective of how the cotton was grown. In other words, if an organic farmer and a conventional farmer both sell cotton that is determined to be of high quality, they are sorted and cleaned together. When asked if the implementing partner – a major purchaser of organic cotton – tries to verify that their cotton is actually organic, one farmer responded, “No, they don’t look at anything. They only buy cotton of good quality. Other than the quality they don’t care about anything.”

These inconsistencies between claims and reality are further aggravated through certification schemes. The most widely adopted organic certification system appears to be the Global Organic Textile Standard or GOTS. GOTS themselves state: “As a processing standard, certification according to GOTS begins with the first processing stage of textile fibres. For example, for cotton, ginning is the first processing stage.”

Another frequently cited source of certification for organic cotton is the Global Organic Content Standard (OCS). In a July 2020 email to one of the authors of this study, Textile Exchange specifically stated: “Textile Exchange does not certify cotton, and there is no such thing as “TE certified organic cotton.” However, Textile Exchange does own the Organic Content Standard (OCS), which addresses chain of custody for tracking and labeling organic cotton post-harvest stages (gin-onwards). The OCS does not apply to the production (growing) of organic cotton.” Whether cotton is actually organic or not is determined well before its first processing. Specifically, it is determined in the field, where and how the cotton is grown. So, if the cotton gins are not accurately collecting/recording where the cotton came from, let alone verifying if the farmer concerned was indeed
farming organically, this leaves a major loophole in both the GOTS and OCS certifications. Indeed, we have been told by more than one sourcing professional that globally, considerably more cotton is sold as organic than is produced.

Primark aside, CC claims to have been working with the Kering Group, which includes Gucci, since 2015. As mentioned, CC was co-founded by C&A and is not surprisingly a regular implementer of C&A’s own cotton sustainability programs. Presumably, these and all the other corporations funding the various CC projects ask for and receive the project audits. There is no reason to believe that the outcomes of the project audited by Flocert, of which we received a copy, were radically different from those of any other CC project. Indeed, Flocert appears to audit quite a few of them. Those major corporations then, must be aware of the implementation failings.

These failings are not a question of a lack of funds. In 2020, BCI had total revenues of €21.5 million. Whilst Cofra Holdings’ Laudes Foundation has granted €3.7 million to the Organic Cotton Accelerator; €7.5 million to CottonConnect, and €2.1 million to BCI, as well as multiple smaller amounts to other cotton initiatives.

And of course, as co-founders, Shell Oil itself, poured millions more into CottonConnect, through its foundation. In 2009, for example, Shell Foundation gave $291,000 to CottonConnect Ltd, and another $855,000 to CottonConnect South Asia Pvt Ltd (plus another $190,000 to Organic Exchange). In 2010, CottonConnect Ltd. received another $1.1 million from Shell. And in 2011, Shell granted $1.1 million to CottonConnect Hong Kong Ltd. The value of CC’s other co-founder, C&A’s, grants to CottonConnect is not documented.

It is hard not to conclude that transferring technology to the world’s poorest to increase their incomes whilst minimising their environmental impact, is not the primary objective here. If that is the case, then the primary objective is not to make cotton production more sustainable. Rather, the aim appears to be to provide cotton that can be labelled more sustainable, thus ensuring that brands need not alter their production models.

Or as Milton Friedman put it so eloquently in 1970, talking about corporate social responsibility (CSR) in general: “In the present climate of opinion, with its widespread aversion to “capitalism,” “profits,” the “soulless corporation” and so on, [CSR] is one way for a corporation to generate goodwill as a by-product of expenditures that are entirely justified in its own self-interest.”

As Friedman also notes, however, we are in no position to demand that corporate executives refrain from this ‘hypocritical window dressing’: “If our institutions, and the attitudes of the public make it in their self-interest to cloak their actions in this way, we cannot summon much indignation to denounce them.”

Compounding the problems with prevailing incentives, these shibboleths are picked up by other players in the CSR space without query or question. For example, as part of its business model, Sustainalytics provides second-party opinions on green, social, or sustainability bonds. “A second-party opinion (SPO) from Sustainalytics provides investors with assurance that the bond framework is aligned to accepted market principles (e.g. the Green Bond Principles or the Green Loan Principles) and that the proceeds of the bond or loan, as set out in the framework, are aligned to market practices and expectations from the investment community.”

Sustainalytics is a subsidiary of Morningstar (a Chicago-based investment research firm that compiles and analyzes fund, stock, and general market data). Morningstar ratings are reputed to have unique power to affect asset flow, and so one would imagine that Sustainalytics second-party opinions would be data-based and rigorous.

Examination of such an opinion produced by Sustainalytics for a February 2020, €493 million Green Bond Issue by VF Corporation, however, reveals that a significant component of the Sustainable Products & Materials category, is VF’s intended procurement of organic and BCI cotton.

As we have already seen, there is no evidence that
BCI or organic cottons are more sustainable than conventional cotton production. In reality, 2.3 million MT of cotton, produced by 360 Brazilian farmers, constituted 37% of certified BCI cotton in 2019/20 (by comparison it took 19,515 farmers to produce 23,000 MT of BCI cotton in Mali).\textsuperscript{122}

As a minor crop in rotation with soy, Brazilian cotton is automatically associated with all the criticisms of illegal deforestation in both the Amazon and the Cerrado, that are levied against Brazilian soy production. In addition, in 2019/20, despite accounting for just 5% of the world cotton area and 11% of world production, Brazil also accounted for 25% of all pesticides used on global cotton.\textsuperscript{123}

That such cotton is not more sustainable than cotton produced by desperately poor smallholders in Benin or Zambia, with no access to irrigation and very limited use of chemical pesticides and fertilisers, is obvious.

It seems odd that Sustainalytics made no attempt to ask for data to substantiate any of VF Corp’s cotton claims. And it is astounding that when so many companies, particularly in the automotive sector, have been found to have been misrepresenting/falsifying their sustainability, that in the apparel sector, Morningstar are happy to allow the brands themselves to declare and verify the sustainability of their own programs.\textsuperscript{124,125,126}

II. Towards Meaningful Criteria for Sustainability

To halt climate change, the world, particularly the Western World, must act. But, as this paper has demonstrated, in fashion, sustainability is currently misunderstood, misinterpreted, and misevaluated. To act on this would be ill-advised to say the least, and very likely, counterproductive. A sea of change is required, beginning with mindsets.

Everyone from fashion conglomerates to bloggers must stop conflating environmental impact with sustainability and put impact on the poorest and most vulnerable where it belongs – at the heart of every sustainability undertaking, evaluation, measurement, and recommendation.

We are not offering a general exhortation to view sustainability holistically, or to treat socio-economic outcomes as another, currently largely forgotten, vital dimension. We are saying that in the development and acceptance, first of the Brundtland report, and then of the SDGs that are based upon it, the global north has made a commitment to the global south. Fashion must honor that commitment, and any and all sustainability endeavors, must assign overriding priority to meeting the needs of the global poor.

To that end, we make two initial recommendations with three associated action points. Further recommendations and actions will be added to this list in subsequent papers.

**Recommendation 1**

Fashion corporations and global policy-makers must assess the socio-economic impacts of fibre production in producer countries and place these front and center in any and all sustainability, claims, rankings, and labelling.

Alternative fibres contribute to mitigating climate change, only to the extent that they replace production that is then discontinued. Many farmers have to farm – particularly in the global south where there are few or no other options. If we stop farmers from growing cotton or other fibres, or from raising alpaca, sheep, or silk worms, they have to grow/raise something else.

The key to halting climate change in the case of farmed fibres is not to force farmers into cultivating
other crops, whose environmental impact may well be greater than that of cotton/alpaca/hides/wool. The solution is investment. At present, fashion demonstrates its sustainability credentials by investing in the development of alternative fibres, or fibre recycling, or some other aspect of purported circularity. Brands must invest in farmers. Investment in increasing the yield from given inputs reduces environmental impact and enhances farmer income. For cotton, global average yield (kg/ha) in 2020 was 761 kg of lint per hectare. That average has persisted for the past 15 years. Yet eleven African countries have yields of less than 400 kg/ha, when the average yield in Bangladesh is almost double that (772 kg/ha). And for Mexico and Brazil, yield is more than double again (1,584 kg/ha, and 1,743 kg/ha).

There is clearly a huge wasted opportunity to bring consumption below the safe ecological ceiling, whilst simultaneously lifting poor rural populations, particularly in Africa, above the social foundation through investing in cotton farmers.

Indeed, opportunities to raise yields and develop co-products exist for almost all farmed fibres.

**Actions for Implementation:**

1. **The socio-economic impact of fibre production must be evaluated and included in any and all sustainability assertions.**

As we have established, such evaluation cannot, ethically and reliably, be left to major corporations and their funded initiatives. Policy-makers in countries committed to the SDGs must step in and determine who is going to undertake such studies, how they will be funded, and how oversight and accountability will be factored in.

2. **Fashion must invest in farmers, particularly in the Global South.**

The EU is funding a project with the International Trade Centre, in collaboration with the International Cotton Advisory Committee, to double cotton yields in Zambia, within three years.

This is a great example of what is required:

a. Fashion brands and producers can and should engage in these kinds of projects directly, and as soon as possible. The objective would be to join farmers with scientists from leading multinational organisations and academic institutions, to increase yields, expand co-products, and minimise waste. Scientifically implemented, such projects will provide a reservoir of data from which the most effective approaches, methodologies, and systems can be identified and developed.

b. Policy-makers and multilateral organisations should evaluate production of farmed fibres to identify shortcomings, devise and promote schemes to maximise co-products, and fund the requisite technical transfers at a global and regional scale. As in the first action, who is going to undertake such studies, how they will be funded, and how oversight and accountability will be factored in, will need to be established in collaboration with all interested/affected parties.

**Recommendation 2**

Regulatory frameworks must include living wages. No garment or piece of apparel can be declared or labelled as sustainable, by the EU PEF, Green Button or any other scheme, unless and until it can be demonstrated that the item concerned was manufactured by workers who were paid a living wage.

**Actions for Implementation:**

Policy-makers must establish an agreed mechanism for establishing, monitoring, and updating an index of the living wage in major apparel producing countries/regions. We would recommend Simor’s “A Proposal for New EU Legislation on a Living Wage” as a basis.

Brands wishing to use such labelling will have to demonstrate that all their manufacturing meets this stipulation – not just a small, select line that can be heavily advertised, and so mislead the less attentive into believing that the corporation pays a living wage universally.
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REAL OR NOT REAL?  
Debunking some of the assumptions in our industry

Veronica Bates Kassatly

https://www.veronicabateskassatly.com/

The past 3 months have seen shock and upheaval in “sustainable” apparel. It began with the New York Times’ highly critical assessment of the Higg MSI - an assessment that was based, incidentally, on The Great Green Washing Machine Part 2: The Use and Misuse of Sustainability Metrics in Fashion. This was followed by the Norwegian Consumer Authority’s (NCA) ruling against Norrona’s use of the MSI to make claims about the ‘sustainability’ of its organic cotton tees. And most recently a class action suit was filed against H&M, for making misleading sustainability claims about its products, in the state of New York.

Trade magazine Apparel Insider has published a great open-source article on the H&M suit, its chances of success, and the almost certainty that this is just the first such action, and H&M just the first brand to be targeted - other suits will follow. I strongly recommend that you all read it. Then go to the Geneva University Center for Business and Human Rights website and read our latest white paper: The Rise of Life Cycle Analysis and the Fall of Sustainability.

Put the two together and it should be pretty clear that your wisest course of action would be to listen to one of fashion law’s leading authorities, Alan Behr:

“The key learning is: unless you and you alone really can be sure that what you are doing is better for the environment... it is far too early in all this to start boasting about it in your marketing materials. Since no one can be entirely sure about the environmental impact of much of fast fashion at this time, making a point of it until science has done more groundwork could well lead to more troubles like this.”

Introducing legislation to halt global warming is currently a priority in many western nations, so this afternoon, I am going to focus on GHG emissions. First, I am going to demonstrate the empty promise of preferred fibers - empty because the data to evaluate what is better and what worse simply does not exist. And empty because fiber production is only 10% of apparel's global GHG impact in any case. Then I will touch upon the difference between sustainability and environmental impact and why to be sustainable, you should really focus on what you sell and how you sell it. And finally I’m going to end on a positive note, and show you something brands could easily do to significantly reduce the GWP associated with their purchase decisions.
**Recommendation 1: The empty promise of preferred fibres**

We don't have time to cover all “preferred” fibres this afternoon. There is more on the shortcomings of Better Cotton Initiative cotton, as well as r-PET in The Great Green Washing Machine Parts 1 and 2. But I imagine that many of you have made organic cotton claims — something to the effect that organic cotton consumes 92% less water and emits 45% less CO2e, than conventional cotton — and you are wondering if you are at risk of prosecution. The answer, I’m afraid, is possibly yes, and the case of organic cotton provides an excellent illustration of the perils and pitfalls of making LCA based claims without adequate grounding in data.

Let’s cut to the chase: No LCA anywhere has ever found that organic cotton consumes less water than conventional cotton, grown in the same place, at the same time, and under the same conditions. The critical determinant of irrigation needs is rainfall, which of course, varies by year and by location. Based on ICAC data, the world average use of irrigation water in organic production in 2018/19, was actually about one-third higher than irrigation water use per kilogram of lint in conventional cotton production, over the same period.

So where does the fairy tale that organic cotton consumes roughly 90% less water than conventional cotton come from? I am going to show you in five screenshots exactly where that mirage came from. But please don’t just believe me, or anyone else. Take Alan Behr’s advice. You are the ones who will be liable for your claims. If you want to avoid lawsuits you must check this - and every other claim - for yourselves.

The first screenshot in this series shows the cover of the report that started it all. As you can see, no matter what anyone may have told you - and there was a lot of nonsense about this last year - this report is NOT an LCA, and it was not written by an LCA provider.

It says so. It’s titled a “Summary of Findings” and it was produced by Textile Exchange (TE).

What does this ‘summary’ say? Please look at the second screenshot in this series. It’s from page 18 in that summary. And it states unambiguously that the LCA that TE commissioned from PÉ International (now Sphera) found - and I quote - 91% reduced water consumption and 46% reduced GWP, attributable to the organic production system. Which those of you who use the MSI will know, is also what The Higg Index claims, and it's the claim that got Norrona into trouble.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

The results of this study can be applied as a reference value for organic cotton production worldwide and can be used with confidence in any further LCA studies e.g. along the value chain of the apparel industry.

Results indicate that organically grown cotton has the following potential impact savings (per 1,000 kg Cotton Fiber) over conventional:

- 46 percent reduced global warming potential
- 70 percent reduced acidification potential
- 26 percent reduced eutrophication potential (soil erosion)
- 91 percent reduced blue water consumption
- 62 percent reduced primary energy demand (non-renewable)

The values shown here derive from two independent peer-reviewed studies with aligned modeling approaches and system boundaries definition, allowing indicative comparison, but the compatibility has not been verified as part of the critical review process. Some of the potential environmental benefits of organic cotton such as the impact on biodiversity or soil carbon sequestration are not assessed in this study due to limitations in the LCA methodology in this regard. Whilst the initial objective of creating a global average data set for organic cotton has been achieved, future updates will build on systematic data collection and a broadening of scope as the methodologies for LCA develop further.

So did the LCA that TE and the MSI refer to, find those impact savings? Well let's look at that LCA and see for ourselves. The third screenshot is the
cover of that report. As you can see, this report is an LCA. It was produced by an LCA provider: PE International/Sphera. And it was commissioned by Textile Exchange. As any of you who read our recent white paper will immediately realize, this means that it was Textile Exchange who were allowed to choose the boundaries and methodologies, as well as where and how to source the base data. In the event, Textile Exchange themselves provided the data, and they selected primarily organic farmers in rainfed areas.

The LCA then, did **NOT find** a 91% reduction in water consumption attributable to the organic production system. It found a 91% reduction in water consumption that was **attributable to rainfall**.

And what about the claim that the LCA found a 46% reduction in GWP? That’s not true either. TE decided to exclude the impacts of manure production from the LCA accounting. PE international observed that this was anomalous, and as the final screenshot in this series shows, they noted that depending on the method of allocation applied, including manure within the boundary, would increase the GWP attributed to organic production by between 76% and almost 400%. Given that TE claims only a 45% reduction in GWP to begin with, this is clearly non-existent in reality and the inverse almost certainly applies. When you account for the methane emitted in manure production, the GHG emissions associated with organic cultivation are considerably higher than those associated with conventional practices.

We should also remember that cotton is in the ground for only six months of the year. For the other six months, those Indian/Burkinabe/Malian/Pakistani cotton fields will generally produce food crops such as corn, wheat, soybean, chickpeas, peanuts, and rice. Farmers cannot switch from organic to conventional cultivation and back, with every season, which means they are going to have to produce their food crops organically as well.

Table 5-1: Results of different scenarios for organic fertilizer provision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Livestock 5%</th>
<th>Livestock 10%</th>
<th>IPCC management 100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acidification Potential (AP)</td>
<td>[kg SO₂-Equiv.]</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>212.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eutrophication Potential (EP)</td>
<td>[kg PO₄-Equiv.]</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>49.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Warming Potential (GWP)</td>
<td>[kg CO₂-Equiv.]</td>
<td>978</td>
<td>1723</td>
<td>2467</td>
<td>3875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary energy from non-renewable resources</td>
<td>[MJ]</td>
<td>5759</td>
<td>7509</td>
<td>9259</td>
<td>5759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue water consumption</td>
<td>[m³]</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.4 Water use

In the regions under study, organically cultivated cotton receives relatively little irrigation in addition to naturally occurring rainfall. The irrigation water requirement of a crop is obviously mainly determined by climatic conditions although the actual usage is also influenced by irrigation techniques. This is why low irrigation rates cannot be attributed exclusively to the organic cultivation scheme. However, soil conservation measures are also known to help to store water in the soil and thus potentially contribute to lower the irrigation water requirement in arid areas (Blanco-Cavalli 2008).

While I would not agree with the Wall Street Journal that the collapse of Sri Lankan crop yields, and the country’s ensuing economic crisis, shows that organic production doesn’t work at all, it does show that the amount of food that you will get from any given field is much lower under organic cultivation,
than under conventional. In a world where so many are still hungry, this has serious implications.

At the beginning of this month the New York Times\textsuperscript{159} published the following statements:

“Across the globe, as many as 828 million people — one tenth of the world’s population — were undernourished last year” and

“As many as 50 million people in 45 countries are teetering on the brink of famine, according to\textsuperscript{160} the U.N.’s World Food Program.”

Clearly, trying to force farmers in the global south to produce cotton organically, drastically reducing their food crop yields in the process, all in the name of ‘sustainability’, is an absolute non sequitur.

Going forward, there are obviously lessons to be learned from all this, and I would echo Alan Behr’s observations: The scientific groundwork needed to make LCA based comparative sustainability claims simply is not there yet. Don’t rely on third party certifications or third party advice to tell you that it is. Check it yourself. If you can’t prove your claim. Do not make it.

Which brings us neatly to two points that I would like you to bear in mind before making any environmental impact or ‘sustainability’ claims, going forward:

1. Sustainability has a human, socio-economic dimension. If you can’t prove that whatever it is that you are referring to, made the farmers/workers involved better off - and self-reported ‘data’ by an implementing initiative is categorically not proof - then only refer to whatever it might be, as having improved environmental impact. Don’t use the word ‘sustainability’ at all, unless you can satisfy the socio-economic condition.

2. The only way to achieve a net reduction in global emissions in apparel is for the global north as a whole to buy fewer clothes and to wear each and every item more times. Apparel is not a sandwich, it is not impact at the factory gate that matters. It is impact per wear. If your jeans have a production impact of 11kg CO2-Equiv and they are worn 10 times, that’s 1.1 kilos of CO2 per wear. If they have an impact of 20kg CO2-Equiv, but they are worn 100 times, that’s only 0.2 kilos of CO2 per wear. Moreover, in the second case, after 100 wears there is only one pair of discarded jeans to process. In the first case, there are 10 pairs.

Manufacturing and marketing your denim in a manner that increases the number of times your customers wear each item, is doubly beneficial. It reduces impact per wear and it reduces waste.

So much for what you can’t do - apart from manufacturing and marketing your denim in a manner that increases the number of times your customers wear each item, what else can you do?

Recommendation 2: Focus on Manufacturing

To illustrate the point that I am making here, we’re going to start with a few charts.

Chart number one comes from a 2020, UNEP report\textsuperscript{161} that is based on Quantis’ WALDB data - so a lot, if not all of this data also underpins the current version of the PEF, and the MSI.

This chart shows that Fiber Production generates 12% of the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in global apparel.

![Figure 8: Climate impact across the global apparel value chain](source: LCA on global apparel, see Box 7)

Next, we have a similar chart - which covers H&M’s 2018, scope 3, GHG emissions\textsuperscript{162}. It states that raw materials (fiber production) generate 11% of the
GHG emissions in H&M’s product supply chain, and it is based, in good part, on the MSI.

The third chart and the final chart in this series is from Mistra Future Fashion, 2019. This study used almost exactly the same data sources as the MSI to evaluate Swedish apparel consumption, and it states that fiber production contributes 14.6% of the life cycle GHG impacts - based on an EU grid mix for retail and end of life. If the Swedish grid mix is used, that figure rises to 16.3%, because laundry for instance, falls from 12.8% to 2.9%. All of which to say - in apparel, the grid mix is vitally important. And I’ll be talking a little more about that in a minute.

Since all three charts are underpinned by pretty much the same data as is used in the MSI, the Science Based Targets, and the transition phase of the PEF, they have all of the data shortcomings that Professor Baumann Pauly and I outlined in our recent white paper.

In the present context however, the errors and omissions that report highlights, simply reinforce the argument that I am presenting here today: the relative contribution of fiber production to apparel’s total impact is hardly significant. Give or take, around 10% of GHG emissions in the global apparel value chain can be attributed to fiber production. Between 60% and 70% occur in manufacturing. Even if you halve raw material emissions, you will only reduce total GHG emissions by less than 5%.

So why is everyone focusing on raw materials? There is no magic wand that will suddenly eliminate all GHG emissions in fiber production. Similarly, switching to ‘Infinited fiber’ or some other innovative or recycled material, still leaves you with exactly the same impact from spinning through to finishing, and possibly end of life, depending on the level of genuine recycling that actually takes place. For example, the recycling of PET bottles is well established but only 29% were recycled in the USA, in 2018.

These charts show that GHG emissions from spinning through to finishing constitute around 80% of total production emissions. If that is remotely accurate, just a 10% reduction in these GHG emissions - surely relatively easy to achieve - would have the same impact as reducing raw material emissions by two thirds.

Clearly the place to start is manufacturing and Pietro will be making a few suggestions as to how manufacturers can do this. If you’re not a manufacturer and you just purchase denim, the quickest and easiest thing that you can do is to source from countries with a low carbon intensity electricity grid mix whenever possible, and I am going to end today by showing you why that is the case.

The carbon intensity of national grid mixes is documented. The data is publicly available, so the accuracy of your impact claims can easily be verified by anyone - no need for initiatives or certifications.
The two charts that you see here come from Our World In Data.166

We can now see clearly why, as I mentioned earlier, switching from a Swedish to a European grid mix made such a difference for relative impacts in the MISTRA chart. It would have a similar impact on manufacturing emissions.

The GHG impact of spinning is almost entirely due to electricity.167 As these charts show, switching your yarn purchases from India/Bangladesh/China to Italy/Portugal/France could reduce those manufacturing emissions by as much as 90%. Switching from any of the top three to Portugal would more than halve them. By the same token, if you are a manufacturer and you install your own wind or solar power, you could, verifiably, reduce your own GHG impacts.

The downside for brands of course, is that either solution will cost more money. The question then becomes: do you want to produce with the lowest GHG emissions possible? Or do you want to produce as cheaply as possible? As regulators look ever closer at impact claims, you are going to have to choose.
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